RELATIVITY OF SPACE AND
TIME IN POPULAR SCIENCE
RICHARD ANANTUA

MIDTERM PRESENTATION (WED JUL 26 & FRI JUL 28)

• Choose a course topic from the syllabus and describe
•

Historical setting (e.g., state of physics) early in the development of the topic

•

Events spurring research in the topic

•

Key contributors to our modern understanding of the topic

•

Experiments (thought or physical) leading to this understanding

• 12 min PowerPoint + 3 min Q & A

MIDTERM PAPER (DUE FRI JUL 28)

• In 3-4 double-spaced pages, explain 5 key concepts in relativity using popular science or science fiction.
As a guideline, a key concept is at the level of generality of a lecture slide title, but do not hesitate to
email about whether a list of concepts is suitable.
•

Option A: Popular Science – Clearly state and answer 5 questions on relativity topics which may or may not
directly relate to one another. Confer http://magazine.ivy.com/2017/02/why-are-we-here-in-the-universe/

•

Option B: Science Fiction – Make a coherent and captivating storyline in which events and discussions clearly
illustrate and explain the 5 concepts

REVIEW OF JUL 21

• Written in 1884 by English novelist Edwin Abbott, Flatland – A Romance of Many Dimensions satyrically
chronicals the real and imagined journeys of a heretical square though ____land, ____land, Flatland
and the World of _____ Dimensions. Important themes include:
•

Geometry as destiny – one’s destiny is encoded in one’s form at birth

•

Upward, not northward – transcending one’s lived experience

•

Practice what you preach – hypocrites fail to see in themselves the limitations they see in others

REVIEW OF JUL 21

• Written in 1884 by English novelist Edwin Abbott, Flatland – A Romance of Many Dimensions satyrically
chronicals the real and imagined journeys of a heretical square though Pointland, Lineland, Flatland and
the World of Three Dimensions. Important themes include:
•

Geometry as destiny – one’s destiny is encoded in one’s form at birth

•

Upward, not northward – transcending one’s lived experience

•

Practice what you preach – hypocrites fail to see in themselves the limitations they see in others

SUPERLUMINAL FEATURES IN M87 JET?
• Features moving with apparent speed 6c in M87 observed by Hubble (Biretta, J. A., Sparks, W. B., & Macchetto, F., 1999,
ApJ 520, 621)
• Projection/finite c effect for blob moving at speed V from ti to tf shortens observed time difference by 𝜏:
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• Projection/finite c effect for blob moving at speed V from ti to tf shortens observed time difference by 𝜏:
(θObs,ΦObs)=(20°,0°), TObs=2000M,2056M,…,2560M
Emissivity: j’ν~b’1.5 Disk subtraction: bμbμ/ρ>10
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TESTS OF RELATIVITY

• Flying atomic clocks
• Muon decay
• Light bending around stars
• LIGO’s gravitational wave detection

FLYING ATOMIC CLOCKS (GROUP ACTIVITY)
• In 1971, Joseph Hafele and Richard Keating flew Cs atomic clocks around the world Eastward and
Westward
• Suppose there a master clock at the center C of the Earth that advances Δ𝜏
• Taylor expand the kinematic time dilation formula to 2nd order in velocity to find the time elapsed on
•

a.) The surface of the Earth (Δ𝑇) SC

•

b.) The Eastbound flight (Δ𝑇) EC

•

c.) The Westbound flight (Δ𝑇) WC

• What is the time difference relative to the Earth’s surface for Eastbound and Westbound flights?
• The kinematic time dilation contribution to time elapsed on flying clocks may take either sign. What
signs may the gravitational contribution take?

𝜔
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• What is the time difference relative to the Earth’s surface for Eastbound and Westbound flights?
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• The kinematic time dilation contribution to time elapsed on flying clocks may take either sign. What
signs may the gravitational contribution take?
Positive, since clocks flying at high altitude run faster in the weaker gravitational field relative to the surface

Δ𝜏
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FLYING ATOMIC CLOCKS
• In 1971, Joseph Hafele and Richard Keating flew Cs atomic clocks around the world Eastward and
Westward
• The results of the experiment (Hafele and Keating, 1972) were:
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MUON DECAY
• Exercise: In 1977 at CERN, muons (specifically 𝜇+ particles) were accelerated to v/c=0.9994 in a 14m
circumference storage ring. If a muon’s lifetime (before decaying into positrons and neutrinos) at rest is
𝜏=2.2x10-6s, what does special relativity predict is the expected lifetime T of the boosted muon?
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• The experimentally (Bailey et al. 1977) measured lifetimes were related as
𝑇Exp
= 1 + (9 ± 2) E 101Q
𝛾𝜏Exp

LIGHT BENDING AROUND STARS – ASTROMERIC
MICROLENSING
• In astrometric microlensing, light from a source at Ds is deflected by a gravitationally lensing star of mass M
at DL into at least 2 images

L

and possibly Einstein ring of angular width
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Einstein ring of gravitationally lensed
galaxy SDP 81. Courtesy of ALMA
(NRAO/ESO/NAOJ); B. Saxton
NRAO/AUI/NSF

LIGHT BENDING AROUND STARS – ASTROMERIC
MICROLENSING
• In astrometric microlensing, light from a source at Ds is deflected by a gravitationally lensing star of mass M
at DL into at least 2 images
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• The deflection 𝛼 of light from the source rays in the absence of the lens is given by

𝛼 = 𝛿𝜃 = 𝜃S
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LIGHT BENDING AROUND STARS
• Exercise: Read http://science.sciencemag.org/content/early/2017/06/06/science.aal2879.ful and determine
which are the source and the lensing stars. Assume the lens is directly in front of the observer
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to determine the angular deflection (in arc seconds (“)) of a source separated 0.5” from a lens resulting in
Einstein radius 31 mas (where 1 mas = 1x10-3”). If ΔSL𝜃 → 0, how do source and image relate and what does the
observer see?
L
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• See Problem Set 3

GRAVITATIONAL WAVES
• Gravitational waves are tensor perturbations ~𝑌bc in space distorting mass distributions in |m|=2
perpendicular directions

GRAVITATIONAL WAVES
• In 2015, the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observer (LIGO) detected gravitational waves
matching the general relativistic predicted signal due to a black hole merger:
https://journals.aps.org/prl/pdf/10.1103/PhysRevLett.116.061102
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THE TIME MACHINE- SPACE VS. TIME
• What are fundamental differences between space and time dimensions? Consider p. 6:
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• What are fundamental differences between space and time dimensions? Consider p. 6:

• Unlike other spacetime dimensions, time has a fixed direction (arrow of time) in which events progress

THE TIME MACHINE- SPACE VS. TIME
• In relativity, what can move in space at the same rate it moves in time? Consider p. 6:

THE TIME MACHINE- SPACE VS. TIME
• In relativity, what can move in space at the same rate it moves in time? Consider p. 6:

• Only massless particles can move in null (light-like) geodesics

THE TIME MACHINE-TIME TRAVEL
• Compare the time machine described pp. 12 and 56 to time travel predicted in relativity

THE TIME MACHINE-TIME TRAVEL
• Compare the time machine described pp. 12 and 56 to time travel predicted in relativity

• Time dilation can change the amount proper time advances on different worldlines

THE TIME MACHINE - PROPER TIME AND 4-VELOCITY
• Classically, the rate at which an object travels through space is dx/dt, but there is no natural way to
express a rate of passage through time.
• Consider p. 15

• How do we express velocity through space and time in relativity?

THE TIME MACHINE - PROPER TIME AND 4-VELOCITY
• Classically, the rate at which an object travels through space is dx/dt, but there is no natural way to
express a rate of passage through time.
• Consider p. 15

• In relativity, we can write the rate of travel through space AND through time as dxi/d𝜏= 𝛾𝐯 and
dx0/d𝜏=𝛾𝑐
𝑥 f = 𝑥 g , 𝑥⃗ = 𝑐𝑡, 𝑥⃗ = 𝛾𝑐𝜏, 𝑥⃗

𝑑𝑥 f
𝑈 =
𝑑𝜏
f

POP QUIZ - THE TIME MACHINE: TIME DILATION
• Can clocks ever seem to run fast in relativity (think gravitational time dilation)?

POP QUIZ - THE TIME MACHINE: TIME DILATION
• Can clocks ever seem to run fast in relativity (think gravitational time dilation)?

• Just as strengthening the gravitational field slows the period of light, weakening the gravitational field
around an object makes time appear to elapse faster for the object.

